and Sancar, 1993). We used NTP deprivation to prepare complex in which the RNA 3Ј-OH primer end is poised for catalysis in elongation (Komissarova and Kashlev, complexes stopped at a variety of specific sites and found these unobstructed complexes also to be sub1997a, 1997b; Nudler et al., 1997). In "backtracked" complexes, the enzyme and melted transcription bubble strates for Mfd activity. To assay RNA release after complex disruption directly and to allow washing and NTP have translocated backward from the catalytic configuration, extruding the RNA 3Ј-OH primer end from the exchange, we attached transcribing complexes to paramagnetic beads, which can be affixed to the tube in a active site; this reconfiguration places internal phosphodiester bonds of the transcript in the active site where temporary pellet with an external magnet; released RNA is detected in the supernatant. Before Mfd treatment of they may be hydrolyzed or pyrophosphorolyzed by the active center, especially in the presence of stimulatory a defined complex containing a 20 nucleotide transcript from the T7A1 promoter, RNA is found in the pellet (P)
factors ( and resume elongation in the presence of NTPs, In this experiment, some synthesis occurred to posiwhereas arrested backtracked complexes fail to elontion 22 even though the next substrate nucleotide was gate, instead remaining in an inactive state (Komissarnot added, presumably because of misincorporation or ova and Kashlev, 1997b). It is of interest to know if NTP contamination in the relatively high concentration backtracking affects Mfd function. For example, comof ATP. This problem is avoided by using dATP as an plexes blocked by lesions might tend to backtrack, and energy source, which we found substitutes equivalently different states of translocational isomerization could to ATP for the release activity ( Figures 1A and 1B) .
have different sensitivities to Mfd action that would illuminate its mechanism. The ϩ27 complex of the T7A1 promoter is backMfd Rescues an Arrested Complex Transcription elongation complexes can exist in translotracked and arrested (Komissarova and Kashlev, 1997b). Figure 2A , lane pairs 1-3 show that most RNA in uncationally isomerized states distinct from the active , 1992, 1993) . In this case, the position of RNAP on the template is not changed from these complexes are dissociated during very slow synthesis through the next 50 bp or so. Increasing [NTP] the backtracked location; instead, the RNA is trimmed so that a new 3Ј-OH primer end is located in the active increases the fraction of RNAP that elongates successfully to the terminator ("t82"), such that by 80 M NTP center, allowing elongation to continue. We show that Mfd acts differently from Gre proteins by examining the (still less than saturating), essentially all complexes rescued from ϩ27 arrive at the terminator ( Figure 2B ). In a effect of both GreB and Mfd on an arrested complex that is radioactively labeled only at the 3Ј terminus. Internal related example, we found that Mfd accelerates exit of RNAP from a simple backtracked site (the uridine-rich cleavage such as that induced by GreB must remove a 3Ј label, meaning that the rescued complex cannot be pause site designated "U" in Figure 2A) , and, again, whereas this transcript is released by Mfd in the absence labeled. For the experiment of Figure 2C , ϩ27 complexes were labeled either internally with [␣- Figure 2C , lanes 4 and 8), whereas no cleavtion, so that in normal substrate concentrations elongation prevails; this is consistent with the likely function age is evident with Mfd ( Figure 2C, lanes 3 and 7) . Internal label ( Figure 2C, lanes 3 and 4) shows that both of Mfd to attack and disrupt stopped but not elongating proteins stimulate elongation to the terminator; how-‫,211ف‬ consistent with the fact that, unlike Gln111, the active EcoR1 enzyme dissociates after digestion. Again, ever, only treatment with Mfd maintains the original 3Ј label at the terminated position ( Figure 2C , lanes 7 and the inferred DNA requirement is about 25 bp from the RNAP boundary ‫)99ف(‬ to the end of the 5Ј-overhang (ϩ75). 8; Figure 2D) , 1996) . We used modified templates from which between nucleotides 95 and 120.
We can localize this segment by considering the excomplexes containing ϩ25 RNA can be prepared by deprivation of CTP and which either contain (template tent of each protein on DNA. RNA polymerase covers about 14 bp upstream of the RNA 3Ј end (extending BY412) or lack (templates BY408 and BY409) 70. The ϩ25 complex is naturally backtracked, particuback to 81 when the 3Ј end is at 95; Komissarova and Kashlev, 1998), and EcoR1 protein extends about 2 bp larly when 70 is present (Marr and Roberts, 2000). In complexes made from the wild-type BY412, GreBbeyond its recognition site (Kim et al., 1990 ), reaching to 81. Within the limits of these estimates, it appears enhanced cleavage or endogenous cleavage during washing shortens the transcript to ϩ24, ϩ22, and ϩ21 that EcoR1 blocks Mfd activity just as soon as RNAP has cleared the R1 site enough to let EcoR1 Gln111 to ( Figure 4B ). The predominant ϩ21 and ϩ22 complexes are resistant to Mfd-mediated release, although the bind. Mfd is able to release complexes again when the RNA 3Ј end is at 121, where RNAP still covers DNA to small amount of ϩ24 complex is sensitive. Complexes made from two DNAs bearing a mutant Ϫ10 pauseabout 107. Thus, Mfd requires a free space of 25-30 bp upstream of RNAP in order to act.
inducing sequence (BY408 and BY409) and expected to lack 70 contain mostly ϩ24 RNA after washing, and To determine if Mfd also requires template upstream of the EcoR1 binding site, we did a similar experiment all species are released by Mfd ( Figure 4C ). We conclude that the predominant ϩ21 and ϩ22 complexes of BY412 with active EcoR1 instead of the Gln111 variant, so that DNA upstream is removed ( Figure 3C ). The upstream are 70-containing complexes, and these are resistant to Mfd. We attribute the presence of released ϩ24 RNA boundary of inhibition (ϩ95) did not change, consistent with the conclusion that it defines the first position where in BY412 complexes to a fraction of complexes that lack 70. Backtracking at this site is a function of template EcoR1 has access to the DNA. (We do not understand the deficiency in release at position 89.) However, the sequences as well as 70; even on mutant templates all complexes backtrack at least to ϩ24 (and are downstream boundary shifted upstream by 8 bp to cleaved), and some backtrack to ϩ21 and ϩ22 (and are of BY409 to removal by Mfd. In contrast, the Ϫ4 boundary on BY412, which contains 70, is completely resiscleaved), although these are dissociated by Mfd from mutant complexes. tant to Mfd; the small amount of 70-lacking complex causing the ϩ10 boundary was removed by Mfd. These To confirm that 70 protects a stalled RNAP from disruption by Mfd, we used exonuclease III footprinting results confirm that 70 is responsible for the resistance of an elongation complex to Mfd ( Figure 4E) . Thus, the to detect RNAP bound to DNA before and after treatment with Mfd ( Figure 4D ). The ϩ25 complexes stalled by CTP presence of 70 can account for the resistance of open complexes to removal by Mfd. Furthermore, the exostarvation on template BY412 showed two boundaries, at ϩ10 and Ϫ4, whereas complexes stalled on BY409, nuclease III boundary at Ϫ4 implies the presence of protein (perhaps 70 region 2) bound to the region of which lacks 70, had only the ϩ10 boundary. These positions agree well with those determined for the retemplate that is essential for Mfd function. 
R., unpublished data). We have examined the relation of Mfd-mediated com-
The mechanism by which Mfd dissociates the complex dissociation activity to the elongation state of plex and releases its components is unknown. However, RNAP. First, we showed that Mfd-mediated release of an attractive conjecture would be that dissociation intranscripts can be supported by dATP as energy source volves the same molecular motions that cause forward as well as ATP, allowing complete separation of RNA translocation from a backtracked position-some forrelease from RNA synthesis during the reaction. We then ward push, presumably imposed by the translocase acshowed that in the absence of substrate NTPs, essentivity, that eventually disrupts the complex if the RNA tially all transcripts in randomly stopped complexes are growing end does not advance. Thus, at a noncoding released by Mfd, although not necessarily all at the same lesion in DNA like a cyclobutane dimer, the failure to rate. This ability to release complexes on an undamaged continue elongation would lead to release rather than template is rationalized by considering synthesis when advance. Forward translocation has been proposed in NTPs are added: as the concentration of NTP is raised, a the function of intrinsic terminators, although this is unlarger fraction of elongation complexes escapes release resolved (Yarnell and Roberts, 1999). and moves downstream. Plausibly, the NTP concentraThe positioning of Mfd in the elongation complex protions we used are close enough to being authentic that vides a plausible basis for a mechanism of action involvthe effect we measure simulates the natural function of ing translocation along the DNA. We show that a subMfd, meaning that productive elongation is dominant to stantial segment of adjacent upstream DNA, ‫52ف‬ bp, is release. required for Mfd activity; either blockage of this DNA or The ability of Mfd to reverse the backtracked state of its removal by nuclease prevents Mfd function. Further-RNAP was most evident at a site of arrest; complexes more, the ability of 70 to prevent release could result provided with NTP substrate alone do not recover into from direct blockage of this segment of DNA, since 70 active elongation during the time of an assay without region 3 occupies DNA from about Ϫ14 to Ϫ18, overlapMfd, but addition of Mfd rescues them from arrest into ping the segment essential for Mfd activity (Bown et al., productive elongation. The activity also was apparent 1999). In addition, 70 region 4 occupies DNA around at a site of pronounced pausing, uridine-rich in the tran-Ϫ30 to Ϫ35 even with no Ϫ35 consensus, although it script (designated "U" in Figure 2A Figure 3D , ϩ20 complexes were made on described (Selby and Sancar, 1993) . RNAP and GreB were purified each template as described. Instead of washing the magnetic beads, as described (Marr and Roberts, 2000). 4 volume of the mixture was added for the final reaction to contain, in addition to the original components, TB plus 50 mM potassium Templates and Plasmids glutamate, 4 mM dATP, 10 mM MgCl 2 , 10 g/ml rifampicin, 50 g/ Transcription templates were made by PCR of selected segments ml calf thymus DNA, 100 g/ml heparin, and either 100 nM Mfd or of plasmids. pBY416 has been described (Marr and Roberts, 2000; the same volume of the storage buffer. The reactions were incubated Yarnell and Roberts, 1999), and pBY408, pBY409, and pBY412 are at 37ЊC for 15 min and analyzed as above. Restructuring of an RNA polymerase holoenzyme elongation comAll RNAP subunits, RNAP ␤ subunit fragments, and the RNAPplex by lambdoid phage Q proteins. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 98, interacting domain of Mfd were amplified by PCR with primers con-8972-8978. taining Nco1 and BamH1 sites, which were used for cloning. The yeast transformations were performed by using Frozen-EZ Yeast
Nudler, E., Kashlev, M., Nikiforov, V., and Goldfarb, A. (1995). CouTransformation II Kit (ZYMO Research). ␤-galactosidase assay was pling between transcription termination and RNA polymerase inchperformed as described (Schneider et al., 1996) .
worming. Cell 81, 351-357.
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